
Math 253: Quiz 4 16 February, 2023

Name: / 25

30 minutes maximum. No aids (book, calculator, etc.) are permitted. Show all work and use proper

notation for full credit. Answers should be in reasonably-simplified form. 25 points possible.

1. [4 points] Find the arc length of the vector-valued function r(t) = �t i+ 4t j+ 3t k over [0,1].
(Hint. You can do this either way, with or without an integral.)

2. [4 points] Compute the arc-length function s(t) for the helix r(t) = hcos t,sin t, ti from t = 0.
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SOLUTIONS

without curve isa straightline
a

integral F(0) =(0,0,0,F(k =1-14,3)

s = (distance =4+5 =4betweenpoints)
with
-

integral:s =5.115 (t) 11dt =S.'11 5-1,4,3 // dt
=SV43dt =2Sjat=

s(t) =5
+

11f((u) 11dn =5.11 <-sincecosy, KIldu

= Sacosin+/du =StEdu
=vSdu =v(u) ==
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3. [5 points] Explain in 2 or 3 complete sentences what the following definition of curvature, given

in section 3.3, is saying:

k(s) =
����

dT
ds

���� .

(Hint. What are the objects on the right side? Use the phrase “rate of change” where appropriate.

And what is the curvature geometrically?)

4. [4 points] Find the level surface of the three-variable function w(x,y,z) = x2 + y2 + z2
at c = 36.

Describe this surface in a complete sentence.
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IfE(s) isa curve parameterized by

avalength, withunittangent(s),
then thecurvature ((s) isthemagnitude

of therateof change of FCs). The

number ((s) is where R is

the radius ofthe osculatingcircle
atf(s).

level surface: ⑭y+z2 =36
this surface isthesphere of radius

6 centeredat theorigin.
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5. [4 points] Find and sketch the domain of the function f (x,y) =
p

4� x2 � y2.

6. [4 points] Visualize the same function f (x,y) =
p

4� x2 � y2 by finding and sketching at least

three level curves. Label the curves with their function value, that is, their “c” value.

3

(domain) =G(x,y)/ 4 - x2-y2203

=S(x,y)(X+y3 = 43

1yz

!

c=

0j2+y2=4E c=

1,z+y2=3
c=2,2+yz=0

-
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Extra Credit. [1 point] Given the definition k(s) =
����

dT
ds

����, show that k(t) = kT0(t)k
kr0(t)k for a vector-

valued function r(t).

EXTRA SPACE FOR ANSWERS

4

((t) =1101 =1allstill11F'(t)

regarding thedenominator in :

s(t) =STN'ulldr so a =11V'(#) /

by FTC.

X


